Introduction
In this pap«r «• have shown a oertain generalization of the Hilbert space using for this purpose the properties of the Hikusitlski space and the space normed by elements belonging to the cone of the Mikusitiski space* Ve have given some examples of generalised unitary spaces and Hilbert spaoes and applications of these spaoes in the Bittner operational oalculus.
The Hilbert space of the type (I,Y,K)
Let X be a linear space over the field r of real or complex numbers. Let I be a Mikusidski space (see [3] We shall say that in the space >. -eoalar product <*11*2> e Z, x1tx2 e X is defined, i;e. a scalar product with values taken from Z, if the following conditions hold*'» (1.1) <x1+*2|x3> -<*1|*3> + <x^|*3>, D e f i n i t i o n 3 (of. [3] ). We say that in the space X a norm lx I e K, x e X is defined, i.e. s norm with values taken fron K, if the following coa--iiti'-sas holdi
•xi L = I+iY if X is a complex space and Z «=Y if X is real.
Definition

4.
The couple (X,1*1) will be referred to as the normed apace of the type (X,Y,K).
For a given cone K a partial order in the Mikusióski space Y is defined by the relation def (y1 * y2)<=>(y2-y1 e K), y.,,y2eY.
Ve shall also use the symbol y2^y.j. Let |x| be an element of K such that if X is a real »pace and
x.j fx2 e X if X is complex. In a normed space (X, M) of the type (X,Y,K) a convergence is defined by the convergence with the regulator f cK (regular convergence) in the Uikusinski spaoe Y (see [2, 3] ).
Let and {y^j^eu be sequences of elements from spaces X and Y respectively.
Definition
6 (see [3 J) . We say that a sequence {x.p}^, satisfies the Cauchy condition if
If any arbitrary sequence e^eiB3iri " e satisfying the Cauchy condition converges to soma iloisent of X, then the noroed space (X, 1*1 ) of the type (X,Y,X) will be called a space of the type Xy K (in f31 X v y is referred to as the space of the type X v ), whereas (tjt) *{ef(t)} .
Hence for any arbitrary e > 0 there exists a number M such that for any jj,v>;jll and for any te[a,|i] we have |x^(t) -xj(t)| $ ef(t) <emax{f(t) ite[<x,P]} t d«l f ... t n.
It follows from this condition, that the sequence jxj(t)}, j»1,...,n is uniformly convergent to some continuous function is a scalar produot in X.
As the operation V is additive and homogeneous the conditions (i.1) and (i.2) for the product (11) are obvious. As The quasi-logarithm A is an antisymmetric operation in the scalar produot <x1|x2> := {x](t)x*(t)+xJ(t)j §(t)}t t)}( x2={x2(t)}€l| possessing property (18). The derivative S = ^ and the limit condition s0 t-0 possess properties (19) and (20) respectively. It follows therefore from the last th< a quasi-unitary operation.
therefore from the last theorem that the resolvent $0(A) is
